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Where Will Your Firm Fit in the Market of 2020?
The marketplace for legal services is undergoing a
fundamental transformation driven by three main
factors
The biggest businesses in the world are increasingly
located in the Asia-Pacific region
The influences of North American and U.K. corporate legal
departments is spreading throughout the globe
Purchasers of legal services are requiring a “Demand-Side”
model from their law firms and are willing to shop around
to find it

How will your firm respond to the opportunities
these trends present?
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The Global 500 is Dominated by Asia-Pacific
Number of Fortune Global 500 Companies (by revenue) per Region
Year
Change from 2005 to 2012
Region
2005
2008
2012
Count
%
North America
189
167
143
-46
-24%
Europe
178
190
161
-17
-10%
Asia Pacific
127
132
181
54
43%
Latin America
5
10
13
8
160%
Middle East
1
1
2
1
100%
Total
500
500
500
0
In 2005, 16 Chinese companies were represented on the Fortune Global
500. This number grew to 89 by 2012.
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The North American Model is Spreading
As a result of knowledge sharing and increasing interaction
with multinational corporations, corporate legal departments across
Asia (particularly China and India, albeit unevenly) are exercising
increasing control over purchasing decisions regarding outside
counsel
Asian in-house legal departments are demanding alternative fee
arrangements, risk sharing, value based billing, and other forms of
discounts and controls over their outside counsel – to the point
where many multinational law firms cannot operate profitably in Asia
We are beginning to see law firms across the globe shifting their
mentality from a “Supply-Side” model to a “Demand-Side” model
The supply side model is characterized by work types and service models
being developed initially from the law firm perspective and then later
applied to client requirements
The demand side model starts with a deep understanding of client needs
and only then are work types and processes developed
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A Demand-Side Model Requires Transformation
In a Supply-Side Model

In a Demand-Side Model

Servicing and seeking out any and all
clients

A strategy based on market segmentation

Revenue is generated by human labor
(time)

Revenue is also generated through
investments in systems and technology

Maximizing short-term distributions

Client-focused product development funded
by earnings

Hourly pricing

Alternative fee arrangements, predictability
& legal process management

Client bears the legal or transactional risk

Client and firm share opportunities and risk

Bespoke work product created anew for
every client

Process optimization and knowledge
management

Punishing and avoiding mistakes

Culture of innovation
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The Demand-Side Skills for Firms in 2020
Knowledge
Management
Alternative
Fee
Arrangements

Leadership

Profitability
Analysis
Legal Process
Management

Strategy and
Value
Proposition

Change
Management
Business
Development

Associate
Development
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Leadership Development for a Demand-Side Model

Team
Leadership

Substantive
Lawyering
Skills

Client
Relationships

Strategic
Skills

Today’s lawyer is trained in four main skill areas
by watching and working for more senior
lawyers (apprenticeship)

Substantive
Legal
Project Management
Team
Lawyering
Skills
Legal Technology

Leadership

Knowledge Management

Client
Relationships

Strategic
Skills

Data Driven Decision Making

A Demand-Side lawyer-leader will need all
those skills and more to attract and retain
clients. However this poses a challenge for law
firms: How can a firm adapt its (nonchargeable) training program to expand
beyond the skills that it currently teaches via
apprenticeship?
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Significant Players are Making the Change
“We have made a bet that the price
of all legal services will be driven
down over the next decade. Hence
all of our work processes need to
optimize efficiency.”
Wim Dejonghe, Managing Partner

“[Clients] expect us to be paying
attention to the signs of disruption.
Certainty. Quality. Proactivity. …
Local markets require local expertise
... that is trained to an exacting
global standard.”
Eduardo Leite, Global Chair
[Baker & McKenzie has hired or is actively
seeking to hire over 20 full-time legal project
managers globally, including professionals
based in China, Singapore and Hong Kong.]
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Who We Are
Kenny has practiced law in New York and
worked as an associate in China before
leading China and Asia in-house legal
functions for companies such as Kodak,
Honeywell, Goodyear, PepsiCo and
Geely. In addition to In-Gear Legalytics,
Kenny also acts as ad hoc GC to
multinational companies operating in
Asia.
Kenny Tung
kenny@iglegalytics.com

Bill Novomisle
bill@iglegalytics.com

www.iglegalytics.com

Bill is a US-qualified lawyer who litigated
in New York for Shearman & Sterling and
Paul Hastings and has provided legal
management advisory services across
the US and Canada for companies such
as PepsiCo, TD Bank Group, Stikeman
Elliott and Gilbert’s.
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